§ 950.304 Responsibilities of local federations.

(a) Local federations must ensure that only those member organizations that comply with all eligibility requirements included in these regulations are certified for participation in the CFC.

(b) If the LFCC requests information supporting a certification of local eligibility, that information shall be furnished promptly. Failure to furnish such information within 10 business days of the receipt of the request constitutes grounds for the denial of local eligibility.

(c) Each federation, as fiscal agent for its member organizations, must ensure that Federal employee designations are honored in that each member organization receives its proportionate share of receipts based on the results of each individual campaign. The proportionate share of receipts is determined by donor designations to the individual member organization as compared to total campaign designations.

§ 950.401 Campaign and publicity information.

(a) The specific campaign and publicity information, such as the official Charity List, will be developed locally, except as specified in these regulations. All information must be reviewed by the LFCC for compliance with these regulations and will be developed and supplied by the PCFO. All publicity information must have the approval of the LFCC before being used. Federations must notify the PCFO in writing of their desire to participate in the development of campaign and publicity information. The PCFO must respond in a timely manner to a federation's request to participate in the development of campaign and publicity information. Federations must also respond in a timely fashion in the development of campaign and publicity information.

(b) During the CFC solicitation period, participating CFC organizations may distribute bona fide educational information describing its services or programs. The organization must be granted permission by the Federal agency installation head, or designee to distribute the material. CFC Coordinators, Keyworkers or members of the LFCC, are not authorized to grant permission for the distribution of such information. If one organization is granted permission to distribute educational information, then the Federal agency installation head must allow any other requesting CFC organization to distribute educational information.

(c) Organizations and federations are encouraged to publicize their activities outside Federal facilities and to broadcast messages aimed at Federal employees in an attempt to solicit their contributions through the media and other outlets.

(d) Agency Heads are further authorized to permit the distribution by organizations of promotional information to Federal personnel in public areas of Federal workplaces in connection with the CFC, provided that the manner of distribution accords equal treatment to all charitable organizations furnishing such information for local use.